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						Play for Real Money	
	
		
			
				RTP			

			
				94.85%			

		

		
			
				Software			

			
				Aristocrat			

		

		
			
				Max Payout			

			
				12000 $			

		

	

	
        
        
	
Best Online Casinos to Play Buffalo Slot Machines
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                	Accepted All Players (AU, UK, USA and other)
	Wery Good Withdrawal Limits
	Rare and Exclusive Buffalo Slots Game


                

            

        

        
        
            
				Welcome Bonus
                				5000 AUD|USD|EUR + 300 Free Spins

                                

            PLAY NOW            
            
                
                    
                        T&C apply
                        
                                                                The bonus is only available for one gaming account per person, family, flat, computer or IP address.                                                            
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                	Deposit, Play and Withdraw in Bitcoin
	All Buffalo Games Casino
	No Withdrawal Limit


                

            

        

        
        
            
				Welcome Bonus
                				5000 AUD|EUR|USD + 300 FS

                                

            PLAY NOW            
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                                                                The bonus is only available for one gaming account per person, family, flat, computer or IP address.                                                            
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                	A Large Selection of Buffalo Slots Online 
	Multiple Currencies in One Account
	Hosts Players from AU, UK, USA and Beyond


                

            

        

        
        
            
				Welcome Bonus
                				4000 AU$ + 400 Free Spins
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                                                                The bonus is only available for one gaming account per person, family, flat, computer or IP address.                                                            
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							Aristocrat						
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						Reels					

											
							5						
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						Paylines					

											
							50						
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						RTP					

											
							94.85%						
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						Volatility					

											
							High						
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						Maksimum Bet					

											
							1200 $, €, £						
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						Minimum Bet					

											
							0.4 $, €, £						

									

					

		
			
				Bonus Features			
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						Bonus rounds					
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						Multiplier					
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						Progressive					
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            Buffalo Slot Machine – Game Review

Buffalo slot (Aristocrat) appeared on the scene in 2006 and came to the virtual world six years later. It’s a regular machine with 5 reels and 1024 lines. Payouts are awarded for combos with 3+ identical characters. Enthusiasts also take advantage of Buffalo casino game free spins and Wilds, but there is no themed mini-game. The bets range from $0.01 to $50 per spin. The machine comes with low volatility and 94.8% RTP. Although buffalo is the heart of this game, other symbols also appear lynx, wolf, falcon, moose, etc.

How to Play Buffalo Slot Machine?

Even though the developer has added plenty of boosters, the Buffalo slots machine is straightforward. You should start with the stakes. The reel cost varies between 10 and 40 in the game. Then, determine the bet value, which is usually 0.01 to 0.10 in different casinos. This allows you to calculate the total cost of a round in a Buffalo casino game.

The control panel includes several other buttons, particularly the theoretical section (rules, paytable, Reel Power) and Autoplay. All Buffalo slots game paylines are activated by default, allowing you to get close to the jackpot.

When you are ready to jump into the action, click the appropriate button for a single spin. Alternatively, trigger the Autoplay feature. In this case, the reels spin 1–500 times at a fixed stake, stopping only when a win happens.

How to Win at Buffalo Slots

If you are going to play Buffalo slot online to fill your pockets, you need to know how to do it. The listed tips will increase your chances in every spin.

	Take some time to study the symbols, payout odds, and general rules.


	Check the RTP to decide whether 94.85% is good for you.


	Consider volatility to determine a suitable size of wagers.


	Browse through the slot reviews and recommendations so that you know what to expect during spins.


	Pick a casino with a giant welcome pack and exciting ongoing promos.


	Be a responsible gambler, since the slots are only a way to have fun, and they don’t have to be your main source of income.


Pay special attention to the rules and mechanics when starting slot machine Buffalo. Besides, find out how Wilds, scatters, and other symbols work. The best way to do this is to run a game that requires no real investment.

The Cardinal Rule – Play for Free No Download Before Playing for Real Money

Free Buffalo slot machine online does not require a real deposit. It works in demo mode, allowing you to spin the reels as long as you wish. You will have enough time to explore the features of symbols, bonuses, payout systems, etc. Free Buffalo slots play is also a good chance to develop an effective strategy. Nevertheless, no real payouts are available without a deposit.

Buffalo Slot Machine: Jackpot and Bonus Game

Even though there is no themed mini-game, other exciting bonuses are involved. Wait for the gold coins (scatters) because their appearance means the start of the FS feature. Here are the main nuances to know.

	2-5 scatters activate up to 20 extra spins.
	The bet cannot be changed during extra spins.
	FS booster can be re-triggered if you land more scatters during the bonus.
	Watch out for the sunset symbols, which double/triple the payouts.


Buffalo gambling machine does not have a progressive jackpot. This means that all payouts are fixed, and the top prize (300 credits) is awarded when you land five buffalos on the same payline.

Wilds and FS are the main attractions of Buffalo gaming slot. Use them as often as you can to claim even more prizes.

RTP Buffalo Slot Machine and Value of Symbols

As mentioned, the buffalo is the most valuable character and its appearance potentially brings 300 coins. However, there are many regular symbols with different payout ratios in Buffalo free slot machine. These amounts also vary depending on whether you land 3-5 identical characters.

	9s and 10s: 5/10/100.
	Q and J: 5/20/100.
	K and A: 10/50/100.
	Deer and Wolf: 20/80/120.
	Eagle and Tiger: 50/100/150.


The “return to the player” (RTP) must be considered when it comes to payouts. Buffalo casino game online has 94.85% RTP. This means enthusiasts on average return $94.8 for every $100 wagered. Buffalo slots from other providers may have higher/lower RTP, and you should check it before spinning the reels.

Learn About the Different Buffalo Slot Machines

In 2006, Aristocrat unveiled a theme that is still considered one of the most popular. Today, online Buffalo slots are featured in the portfolio of every reputable provider. Here are some hot pokies to check out today.

	Buffalo King Megaways by Pragmatic Play.
	Buffalo Blitz by Playtech.
	Buffalo Toro by ELK Studios.
	Buffalo Mania Megaways by Red Tiger Megaways.
	Wild Wood Buffalo by Wizard Games.


Creating Buffalo free slots, each provider strives to add something unique. For instance, the Aristocrat game features five basic reels, while the Buffalo Blitz comes with a 6×4 grid. There is also a difference in the size of bets/benefits, active lines, symbols, and bonuses. Aristocrat, Playtech, and some other providers also make extensive use of animations and 3D visualization.

Free Buffalo Casino Game or Game For Real Money

Free Buffalo casino games are virtually identical to their real money versions. A full list of features is available. Having launched the slot of Aristocrat, you will find jokers, multiplied payouts, extra spins, and so on. The main difference is that you do not pay to participate. Reels are rotating without the initial deposit. This allows you to check the Buffalo slot free machine features with zero risk. What could be better?

The only question is how to play free Buffalo slots today. Well, it requires minimal effort, especially if you follow this guide.

	Pick the right virtual casino.
	Register a new profile, and if required, get verified.
	Select the appropriate Buffalo casino machine.
	Click the button that is usually called ‘Play for Fun’ or ‘Try Demo’.
	Enjoy your free gambling session and improve your skills.


The benefits of demo play are obvious. You play with no initial investment. Although there are no real payouts, you can still improve your skills and develop an effective strategy. When you are ready to compete for the jackpot, make a deposit and place a real bet.


    


        
            
                	
                        Which Buffalo slot machine is the best?

                        
                            
                                As a pioneer, the free Buffalo slot game by Aristocrat is considered the best in the industry. The provider also owns hits like Gold Buffalo and Buffalo Stampede. As for other titles, we recommend Buffalo Toro by ELK, Charge Buffalo from Jili, and Buffalo Rising Megaways from Blueprint. They are available on our site, specializing in video slots inspired by buffalos.                            

                        

                    
	
                        Playing free Buffalo slots on your cell phone, possible?

                        
                            
                                Of course! The slot machine is adapted for Android and iOS smartphones and tablets. Play directly in your mobile browser and enjoy an exciting gaming experience.                            

                        

                    
	
                        How many different buffalo slot machines are there?

                        
                            
                                Aristocrat has released several Buffalo slots free machines. Buffalo Stampede, Buffalo Thunder, Bullseye, and Rivers of Buffalo feature modern mechanics with special symbols, bonuses, and regular payouts. Such machines are also featured in Pragmatic Play, Playtech, ELK, and Greentube portfolios.                            

                        

                    
	
                        In which countries are Buffalo online slots allowed to be played?

                        
                            
                                Aristocrat holds licenses in 240 jurisdictions in 80+ countries on all continents. Its buffalo machines are available in Australia, the USA, Canada, New Zealand, the UK, and other countries.                            

                        

                    
	
                        Who is the creator of the Buffalo theme for casino slot machines?

                        
                            
                                Aristocrat Technologies is the first provider to release a buffalo-inspired video slot.                            

                        

                    


            


        

    




        

    




    
    
        
            
				
                    OTHER BUFFALO SLOTS

                        	Buffalo Hunter
	Buffalo Toro Slot
	Charge Buffalo
	Great Golden Buffalo
	Ragin Buffalo


                

                
                    INFO

                        	Terms & Conditions
	Privacy & Cookies Policy
	Responsible Gaming


                

                
                    MEGAWAYS SLOTS

                    	Buffalo Mania Megaways
	Buffalo Power Megaways
	Buffalo Rising Megaways
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